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Even in the entertainment industry, Cardi B certainly has a unique name. But, what most people don't realize is that her real name is just as unique. By law known to the government as Belcalis Marlenis Almanzar, the rapper's name is rarely, if in mind, used in the media. In fact, while most
people may know exactly who Cardi B is, if they hear her call her real name, they won't be able to make a connection with the Press singer. Cardi B Photo by Gary Miller/Getty Images Although Cardy B didn't reach superstar status until 2017, the entertainer has been publicly engaged in rap
careers for several years. In 2015, Cardi B made a real name for herself when she joined the cast of Love and Hip Hop: New York. She quickly became known as the star of the breakout show, but she surprised fans of the franchise when she decided to leave after just two seasons to
seriously pursue her career in music. After leaving the show in December 2017, the rapper dropped her second uber-popular mixtape Gangsta B'tch Music, Vol. 2, which secured her a contract with the label. Bodak Yellow and beyond, of course, we know that soon after the 27-year-old
released her debut single Bodak Yellow, which catapulted her into a superstar. The rapper now boasts a whopping 53.6 million fans on Instagram alone and there aren't many people who aren't familiar with Cardi B. But how did the rapper earned that nickname in the first place, and why
doesn't she go for her real name professionally? As she earned her nickname turns out that Cardi B's younger sister, 23-year-old Hennessy Caroline Almanzar, is to thank for the nickname Cardi B. Growing up, the couple was fat as thieves and because Hennessy Almanzar is named after
an alcoholic beverage, friends and even the family sisters began to call Cardi B, Bacardi. My name is Belcalis, Growing people called me Bacardi cause my sister's (s) name Hennessy ... FYI, the actress tweeted about her real name back in 2016. Sister Cardi B wrote a sweet message on
Instagram Today, the sisters are still very close. Hennessey Almanzar was Cardy's date at the 2018 Grammy Awards. In addition, Cardi B's sister is the big aunt of the rapper's daughter, Kulture. Recently, Hennessy Almanzar even wrote a sweet message about her sister and shared it on
Instagram. HAPPY BIRTHDAY OF MY SENIOR SISTERRRR!!!!!!! The best sister in the world I love you so much God bless you always! Let this year be filled with many more blessings and love. I love you, today we celebrate you, she wrote, calling her sister the best sister on earth. But

how did Bacardi turn into Cardi B? According to the rapper, she made the change herself. Although she listed several reasons for the change over the years, one of which was lawsuit by The Beverage Company bacardi Copyright infringing, Cardi B had it to say about her nickname on The
Wendy Williams Show in 2017. My sister's name is Hennessy, so everyone was like Bacardi to me. Then I shortened it to Cardi B. 'B' means anything, depending on the day... beautiful or bully, - shared the artist I Like It. Why cardie B doesn't use her real name But why did the GRAMMY
award winner decide to use her real name instead of creating a stage name for herself? According to the 27-year-old, no one actually called her by their real name. If in fact, there are only a few select people who will ever use it. No one calls me Belkalis, except for my family, my mother and
my dad,' she said candidly. Cardi B is certainly not the first performer to use a stage name or nickname, and she is unlikely to be the last. Cardi B is only 27 years old, but she has achieved quite a lot in life. She is currently one of the most popular rappers around with famous hits like Bodak
Yellow and I Like It. Cardi B has also won more than 100 awards in just a few years of fame. Aside from being a big celebrity, Cardi B has gone through a lot in her personal life as well. So it's not surprising that she can often pass on some words of wisdom to others. She recently got a
chance to talk about what she learned in a relationship, and her advice is worth listening to. Cardi B gave relationship advice on Vogue's '73 Matters' cardie B /En) Tommaso Boddi/Getty Images for Fashion Nova Earlier this month, Cardi B was featured on Vogue's 73 Issues series. The
rapper dished on things like motherhood, growing up in the Bronx, and even relationships. When asked to give her the best relationship advice for viewers, Cardi B replied that it was better to sort out problems with each other rather than give up the relationship. If you love someone no
matter what, try working it out,' she said. Cardi B is currently married to current partner Offset Cardi B- rapper Offset, with whom she began dating in 2017. Cardi B and Offset first met at an industry event in 2016 and began their relationship as friends/collaborators who released one song
together. In 2017, it became clear that something more was happening between the two artists. At one point, Cardi B and Offset stopped hiding their relationship from the public, and Offset even proposed to Cardi B publicly in October 2017. However, in June 2018, TIME discovered that the
couple had secretly married in September 2017 - about a month before their proposal. Cardi B later commented on this, saying: There are so many moments that I share with the world and then there are moments that I want to keep for myself! Getting married was one of those moments! In
April 2018, Cardi B gave birth to a daughter named Kiari Sefus. However, at the end of the she and Offset decided to break up. They haven't filed for divorce, but Cardi B shared that things just don't work between us for a long time. Many fans believe this may have something to do with all
these accusations of deception that Offset has been getting in the media. Despite the fact that they decided to take a break, Offset publicly apologized to Cardi B on social media, saying that he regretted participating in the activity, that I should not have been involved in and for being a
selfish, messed up husband. He also made another big gesture by interrupting Cardi B on stage with flowers that set out Take Me Back Cardy. By early 2019, the pair seemed to be back off. As Cardi B and Offset make their marriage work, it looks like Cardi B and Offset are trying to make
things better this time around. After reconciliation, they reportedly returned to their home in Atlanta together. In addition, Offset changed his phone number and Cardi B is adamant about not following gossip about their relationship on social media. Cardi B also shared with People that she
and Offset are focused on using their friendship as a basis for rebuilding their relationship. I hang out with him, I talk to him every day and we do our thing, Cardi B said. it takes time. In his video 73 Matters, Cardi B noted that marriage is about unity, not just one person. It seems that Cardi
B practices what she preaches, working things out with Offset and remembering that the two of them go through life together from that time as a couple. Cardi B seems like she came out of nowhere and she's been everywhere lately. Recently, the female rapper, known for her no filters
attitude, has enjoyed great success. Who is she and why is she famous? Keep reading to find out. A gang member and stripper from the Bronx Cardi B Tommaso Boddi / Getty Images for fashion Nova Cardi B in the Latin influence of rap music has taken over the industry. She grew up in
the Bronx, where Latin punches are everywhere. Her father is Dominican and her mother is a Trinidadian. They called her Belkalis Marlenis Almanzar, but she soon reduced it to Cardi B. When asked about her choice of name, she said that because her sister's name is Hennessy, people
would call her Bacardi. She just shortened it to Cardy and then B means no matter what... Depending on the day. According to her website biography, she was raised in the Highbridge area of the South Bronx, but she spent much of her time at her grandmother's house in Washington
Heights, where she got her thick accent. At the age of 16, Cardi B became a member of the Bloods gang. She worked in an Amish supermarket until she was fired from a deli at 19 for being late and not giving her friends too many discounts. when her ex-manager offered her to be a stripper,
and that's exactly what she did. Fame is not easy after she was a stripper, she took to Instagram to discuss and promote her dancing. She soon became a sensation on Instagram. This led her to a role in the reality show VH1, Love and Hip Hop: New York. Cardi B never expected to show
the famous. As she told Fader: I've always been afraid to follow my dreams, because if I follow my dreams and I don't, I can't dream about it anymore. It's easier to agree to less. However, she had a manager who saw something more in her. It took her when she reached half a million
followers, wanting to turn her internet fame into something more lucrative. He noticed that she had an ear for music and a unique voice, so he encouraged her to give a rap a try. Her rap debut was on the remix of Shaggy on the single Boom Boom. She soon released her own mixtape and
then she scored her first major recording contract, with Atlantic Records. In 2017, the BET Awards announced that Cardi had been nominated for Best New Artist and Best Female Hip-Hop Artist. She didn't end up taking home any awards, soon she'll have her first major hit single, titled
Bodok Yellow. The song will become number one on the Billboard Hot 100. She is the first person of Dominican descent to reach No. 1 in Billboards history, and she will eventually become the first female rapper with two songs to make it number one on the Billboard Hot 100. But what do we
really want to know: who is she dating? Cardi B has been in on a re-off again relationship with rapper Offset over the past few years. Their relationship drama has been all over the news, mostly cheating scandals and offset in crafting an apology. The couple was married for a short time and
have one child together, a daughter named Kulture. The apology's apologies include a dramatic and very public Instagram video where he says his only desire is to get his wife back, and the stunt where he crashed her show with a giant floral composition that read: Take Me Back, Cardi. At
this point it seems the couple will finally split up forever. Cardi B told Harper's Bazaar that she's not ready to start dating. After the breakup, she received tons of messages from guys, but ignored them. It's like, why do you want to yell at me right away? You're weird. If you think imma
automatically just jump on you after marriage, it just means that you think I'm sleazy. I don't. I have a child -- I have to set an example. What happens to Cardi B? Cardi B is looking to add a film to his career. She has a new movie with Jennifer Lopez, who just started shooting in March,
called Hustlers. The film shows a group of strippers who unite to their Wall Street customers out of thousands of dollars. After an outstanding outstanding Her 2018 album, Invasion of Privacy, cardi B already says she will release another album this year. Forbes has listed its upcoming
release as one of the most anticipated hip-hop albums of 2019, and we have no doubt that it will be a huge success. Cardi B said: Of course it will be an album in 2019. Hopefully I could get my album done around the same time that the invasion of privacy came out, but I don't know how it's
possible because I feel like I'm going to be very busy. cardi b bodak yellow mp3 download lyrics. cardi b bodak yellow clean mp3 download. cardi b songs bodak yellow mp3 download. cardi b bodak yellow acapella mp3 download. cardi b bodak yellow afrobeat remix mp3 download
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